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Verwater constructs
Vopak	MiDEx	Greenfield
Second quarter of 2014, Verwater will complete the realisation of the 

MiDEx Greenfield project. This is an expansion of the Vopak Terminal 
Europoort with a storage capacity of 400,000 m3 for Jet Fuel A-1, better 
known as kerosene. MiDEx stands for Middle Distillates Expansion.
Verwater is responsible for the entire execution of the project.  
The EPC-contract requires a wide range of disciplines; civil, mechanical, 
structural, piping and electrical & instrumentation.
For the storage of Jet Fuel we constructed 8 new storage tanks with  
a capacity of 50,000 m3 each. Each tank is 30 m’ high and 47 m’ 
in diameter, with an internal floating roof, floating suction line and  

aluminum dome. The tanks and the PPL-7 manifold are fit in the Vopak-site 
infrastructure by means of interconnecting piping including all necessary 
walkways and platforms to ensure optimum operation and accessibility.
The tanks are equipped with an internal jet nozzle ring for homogenizing 
the Jet Fuel.
A new pump pit is constructed with pumps of 1,140 and 2,000 m3/hr  
capacity, including a fully automated switch manifold and filter sets,  
for filtering water and solid substance from Jet Fuel, this to deliver  
according the JIG standards. 

During last year Verwater Singapore jacked 3 tanks at the  
Singapore Refining Company. Tank sizes varied between  

54 and 79 m’ diameter.
The largest tank was an external floating roof which roof was  
supported by us during the tank bottom replacement and founda-
tion reinstatement works. The second tank was a column  
supported roof tank which roof and tank bottom both have been 
completely removed and replaced by new ones. The third tank 
(picture) was jacked with the aluminium dome roof in place. This 
requires special attention on the lifting steps during jacking to 
avoid any disturbance to the aluminium dome. This was securely 
carried out by monitoring the roof supports on top each step.
In all three cases the tanks were re-levelled in such way that both 
edge settlement and out-of-verticality were corrected in the most 
favourable way. A successful project with our local partner on SRC.

The first official all-in-one total tank maintenance contract is a fact.  
All divisions of Verwater have teamed up and gained the trust of  

TEAM Terminal to do all the tank maintenance work at the terminal.  
For the next three years Verwater’s business units: cilvil & jacking works, 
tank construction & piping and PCC (coating works) will be the main  
contractor for all tanks at TEAM.
October 17th 2013 both parties, TEAM & Verwater Group signed the  
agreement. With this agreement Verwater has an exclusive cooperation  
for all tank maintenance at TEAM terminal till mid 2016. Next to the  
execution of the work, Verwater is also responsible for the coordination  
of all operations within the tank pits.

Total	tank	
maintenance	TEAM

Tank	re-levelling	at
SRC	Singapore
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At the oldest facility (1962) of DuPont in the Netherlands,  
they wanted something different. Besides a safe and well  

conditioned work environment, they want it to be enjoyable for 
their employees. Therefore DuPont asked their main coating  
contractor PCC, Verwater’s coating division, if they could add 
some colour to the installation. 
Instead of the grey paint that is normally used for al coating 
works, DuPont and PCC decided to go for a water theme on  
the cooling tower. Not only has the DuPont plant turned into  
a colourful factory now, it has a unique aquarium painted on  
the side as well. 
If you walk along the painting of the aquarium you cannot help  
to notice it puts a smile on your face and it makes this work  
place a little more enjoyable for the employees and visitors that 
walk by this cooling tower. Last quarter of 2013 Verwater started works at the BP Nacala 

Terminal in Mozambique together with their South African  
partner, a mechanical construction and maintenance company 
from Durban. Verwater provided the engineering of the  
temporarily installed internal reinforcement construction,  
ensuring the integrity of the tank during jacking and exchanging 
of the annular plates. Dimensions of the cone roof tank  
Ø 14.63 m’ and height of 20.21 m’.
BP demanded a quick response on starting the project. All jacking 
equipment was therefore transported as air freight seen in the 
picture. While printing this Waterdrops issue a second project will 
commence at the BP Beira Terminal some 900 km Southwest of 
Nacala. This is part of a rehabilitation program of BP depots in 
Africa. Verwater sees a variety of opportunities to provide services 
in the field of tank maintenance for the future in Southern Africa. 

BP	Nacala	Terminal	
Mozambique

At the start of 2013 we revived our ‘mothballed’ hydro-cutting 
division. For that we decided to innovate and invest in new 

equipment, resulting in a new UHP (Ultra High Pressure) pump,  
a hydraulic power unit and three specially developed cutting  
robots. After three months of testing and practising the equipment 
was put in service. 
The first projects have been accomplished ranging from hydro  
cutting an old tank bottom, cutting holes in a tank roof till holes  
in a tank shell for the installation of manholes, nozzles, etc.  
The number of requests for this activity raises and will keep us  
occupied for the near future.

The advantages of the hydro-cutting technique:
• HSE; No fire/sparks, no smoke, less labor-intensive,  

less waste materials and silent.
• Quality; Limited use of water reduces the damages to the  

sub-soil/foundation, precise cutting/sharp edges.
• Planning; significantly faster than conventional methods,  

more activities simultaneous in tank.
• Applicability; areas where no ‘open fire’ is allowed,  

or contaminated areas.
New developments and innovations are expected in the near  
future optimizing the practical use of the systems.

Cutting	steel	with	(Ver)water

Adding	colour	
to DuPont
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2013 has been an exciting year for  
the tank construction division of  

Verwater. One of the highlights was the  
partial demolition of Tank 1219 (Ø36 m’, 
14.6 m’ in height).  
Removing 7.3 m’, including the platform,  
within three days. We are currently  
rebuilding the shell up to the original height 
of 14.6 m’. In 2013 we also worked on about 
fifty other tanks at Pernis, Moerdijk and  
Europoort. Aside from our maintenance  
projects we’ve engineered, constructed  
and painted a brand new tank for Shell.  
Testing the waterspray system was part of 
the scope (picture). At Shell Europoort we 
have adjusted the rimseal on fifteen tanks so 
they meet the new firefighting requirements. 

NOVA	(former	Argos)	Terminals	
phase	6.1	operational
October 17th, 2013, NOVA Terminals received the first litres of oil in 

their tank farm 18, completely constructed by Verwater. Verwater 
designed and managed the complete project, which contained besides 
the tank construction, amongst others, the civil, mechanical/ piping 
and conservation works. These activities were all performed by entities 
that are part of the Verwater Group. Furthermore Verwater managed 
subcontractors for E&I works, mooring facilities/jetty, marine loading 
arms, pumps and more. The tank pit consists of 12 tanks with a total 
storage capacity of approximately 200,000 m3. During the summer  

of 2013 and mainly in September and October the Verwater team  
accomplished an impressive amount of work, resulting in a timely 
hand-over to the client. The latest months of the project were used  
for finalizing the tanks themselves, installing the piping work, including 
tie-ins to the existing infrastructure of NOVA and to complete cabling 
and functional testing of all systems.  
The works were finished in such a way and in close communication to 
the client, that NOVA was able to pump in the first products only  
2 days after our latest construction works.

Maintenance	location: 
Shell	Pernis,	Moerdijk	&	Europoort 
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Turnaround	at	Shin	Etsu

At the start of 2013 Verwater received the order for tank  
maintenance works on Tank 104. The scope was defined  

in cooperation with Nustar and based on a previous project  
carried out by Verwater.
For this project the tank construction and civil department  
of Verwater were involved.

Verwater replaced the entire tank bottom and roof, a number  
of shell plates, heating coil, spiral stair and all appendages.
The civil department jacked the tank and a new tank foundation 
was installed. The two activities interfered with each other and 
where-ever possible the two parties assisted mutually in achieving 
the best result.

Already a next scoping for tank 302 has been defined, for which 
four Verwater in-house departments, tank construction, civil,  
mechanical and coating works will be involved.

Renovation work on piping, open stoves, towers, drums,  
bundles (heat exchangers ) and (dis)assembly of control  

valves are all part of the scope for the Shin Etsu spring turnaround.
A project team of 8 men and with them some 30 more on site 
such as welders, mechanics etc. team up with Shin Etsu for  
4 weeks starting in March this year. Everything is ready to start. 
The preperations are being done, such as labelling all flanges 
which are part of the turnaround. Good preparation is key in  
regards to safety. A good turnaround is a safe turnaround.
During the first months of the year our maintenance team at  
Shin Etsu has been busy working on smaller shutdowns for repair.  
On several items we’ve spend 24 hours a day to get everything 
operational three days earlier. For this we received a great  
compliment of Shin Etsu’s management. 

IBR	renewed	
The former BRC (Belgian Refining Company) has  

changed its name to IBR (Independant Belgian  
Refining). After a period of reduced activities and 
maintenance work at the terminal, the new owners  
(GUNVOR) decided to boost the tank maintenance  
programme.
With regards to the historical experience of Verwater with 
the tanks on this terminal, IBR awarded seven tanks for 
maintenance works. Each of them will be jacked, and 
repairs of the soil and foundations with new HDPE foil will 
be executed.
Because these tanks are very time sensitive, the planning 
and schedule will be tight and that’s a challenge Verwater 
is keen to work on. 
Verwater kicked off with two of the seven tanks, which 
have already been successfully completed. The other five 
have recently been initiated. The completion date for 
these tanks is determined on mid November 2014,  
depending on the scope details per tank. In peak  
periods a team of about 40 Verwater employees will  
work together at IBR.

Nustar	Amsterdam	
tank	maintenance

Phenol	storage	tank
for	Momentive

The long term relationship with Momentive Pernis  

Rotterdam results in the award for the construction  

of a phenol storage tank, this is a replacement of the  

existing tank on the site, Tank 947.

With the total height of 18.3 m’ and a diameter of  

14.8 m’ the total capacity of Tank 947 is 3,050 m3,  

due to time and schedule the new carbon steel tank will  

be built on a plot close to the existing tank. 

After construction, painting 

and partly insulation of the 

new storage tank, the tank 

will be lifted and transported 

on SMPT’s to its final founda-

tion. The scope of Verwater 

consists of engineering,  

delivery of all required  

materials, painting insulation 

and civil works. The project  

is foreseen to be carried  

out during 2014 and is 

mechanical complete during 

December 2014.
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Since Verwater started some 90 years ago, Shell Netherlands is one 
of the main clients for ‘on site’ tank maintenance.

The three locations in the Netherlands; Pernis, Moerdijk and Europoort 
have a workforce of about 20 employees of Verwaters civil department 
occupied. This with their activities tank jacking, construction of tank 
foundations, installation of HDPE leak detection systems, construction 
of tank pit entrances, finishing and touching up of tank pits, etc.
The last 15 years the sizes of the tanks to be jacked were limited till  
a diameter of 36 m’.However, in July 2013, we started with the works 

on the big size tanks on Shell Europoort. At this stage we lifted tanks 
3020, 3034 and 3021 all floating roof (SIPM umbrella type) tanks with 
a diameter of 76 m’. Works to be carried out are jacking of the tanks 
inclusive of the floating roof till a level of 2.3 m’, foundation re- 
instatement inclusive HDPE-liner installation and construction of tank  
pit entrances. Besides that the complete tank bottoms were replaced  
by new ones. The tight schedule formed a challenge, as the works  
were executed on top of the other standard maintenance works on  
the three sites.

The	‘Big	Boys’	at	Shell	Europoort

Extended	mechanical	 
contract	AirProducts
AirProducts has extended the maintenance and construction contract, 
which Verwater started in 2008, with another 3 years. This contract  
is applicable for the locations in the Europort and in the Botlek area  
at the Hyco IV installation.
Presently we are running the latest phase of the GAN supply project. 
This project secures the supply of Nitrogen from AirProducts to their 
neighbours Exxon for the upcoming years. Verwater prefabricated a 
skid-mounted metering station and carried out several types of tie-ins 
onto the Hyco IV-plant. Besides the modifications, Verwater installed 
numerous lengths of piping, both above and underground. This upto 
the Exxon fencing from where the connections onto the Exxon Nitrogen 
network were made by third parties.

Special attention of our specialists  
was required as the project  
was executed in a ‘life’ plant  
producing hydrogen. Good  
preparations and communication 
with the client lead to a success 
both quality wise as well as  
schedule and safety wise.

By the end of 2013 Verwater has a 
partnership with Odfjell’s maintenance 

department. Odfjell has developed ambitious 
plans for the coming years to get and keep 
its tanks on the highest reliance level for 
commercial operation. The teaming up is  
deliberately created in a way that Verwater 
experts are involved even before tanks will 
be cleaned and taken out of operation for 
maintenance. In that way knowledge is  
shared in such an early stadium that both 
parties take their benefits and the mainte-
nance plans can be optimized to a maximum.

December 2013 Verwater has erected their site facilities and the first  
maintenance works have started. The way plans have developed now,  
the work will contain a wide variety of scope, in which Verwater will be  
able to prove its skills as Total Tank Maintenance Contractor.  
Together with contractors of other disciplines from the ‘Contractor Area’ and 
the knowledge that is available within all entities of the Verwater Group, 
Odfjell has found itself a reliable partner for their maintenance programme.

Maintenance at	Odfjell	 
Terminals	Rotterdam
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Crude oil, produced in Caspian Sea area, is transported  
through Azerbaijan, Georgia and east of Turkey and after  

a long run of 1,768 km it reaches the Ceyhan Marine Terminal. 
The Marpol Project is a complementary part of the BTC Pipeline 
Project.
The main objective of the Marpol Project is the reception of oily 
water slops (OWS) and bilge water (BW) via a 3,067 m’ long  
interconnection pipeline through the CMT Jetty from crude oil  
vessels to the facility. There it is treated in a process of  
splitting oily components from the water. This treated water  
will be discharged to the sea again within the specified limits.  
Project scope covers the construction of 3 pieces 4,000 m3  
OWS storage tanks, 5 pieces 125 m3 miscellaneous storage tanks 
and the installation of process equipment with a total of  about  
12 km piping. All instrumentation and electrical works including 

construction of a main substation building is  under the scope  
of Verwater EMEA B.V. Turkey Branch. Verwater is providing  
the management and execution in engineering, procurement,  
construction and commissioning, meeting the highest quality  
and safety standards.
Engineering design has been developed to meet Ministry of  
Environments of Turkey (MoEU) and client (BTC) requirements. 
Engineering design and procurement activities are nearly  
completed and construction works are reaching 60% progress. 
The project is to be completed at the end of July, 2014. 

BTC	-	Marpol,	a	project	for	the	future

COLUMN	SUPPORTED	ROOF	TANKS
In 2013, Verwater USA was contracted to jack up  

a 128ft’. column supported storage tank in Belle Chasse,  
Louisiana. The 250 tonnes tank had to be raised to a height 
of 10 ft’ to install a complete new crushed stone foundation, 
including a liner detection system. 

Besides the 34 Verwater hydraulic jacks in the circumference 
under the tank shell, also 10 extra jacks were placed inside 
the tank under a special designed frame to jack the 9 internal 
roof columns, including the entire bottom.

EXTERNAL	FLOATING	ROOF	TANKS
New Orleans: In the beginning of 2014, Verwater was  
awarded to jack a 200 ft’. external floating roof tank due to 
differential shell settlement around the circumference. 

The out-of-roundness can cause floating roof/cover seal  
gaps and possible roof/deck malfunction, such as holding up, 
jamming, excessive emissions or product vapours through the 
seal gap and sometimes even roof sinking.

Verwater jacked the entire storage tank, including the use of 
roof supporting structures within 4 days to a height of 11 ft’ 
above it’s foundation. Less time in and around the refinery also 
meant less exposure time for the crew involved, no significant 
fact in a field where safety comes before everything else.

SMART	TANK	ENGINEERING
Through smart engineering, extensive safety testing and  
skilfully precise execution, Verwater jacked these storage 
tanks in a safe way and accomplished this without causing 
any expensive downtime for the terminal, and days ahead  
of the client’s schedule.

Many	ways	to	jack	storage	tanks,
only	one	way	to	do	it	SAFE	and	ON	TIME!
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In 2013 a big volume of work was  
executed on several  Vopak sites. At the 

Botlek, TTR, and Chemiehaven facilities it 
was mainly routine work which has been 
executed. Replacement or repairs of the tank 
bottom or tank shell, installing mixer nozzles, 
replacing heating coils and preparing tanks 
for installation of an aluminium dome-roof
On the Europoort facility Verwater carried out 
small multidisciplinary projects but at the end 
of the year we received the order to execute 

‘big’ maintenance on Tank 1032.  
This tank will be provided with a dome roof, 
new bottom and a complete new designed 
heating coil which will be executed by our 
mechanical department. Our civil department 
will install a complete new foundation with 
leak detection. The tank will be available  
for the client at the end of 2014. Complete 
coordination  of planning and execution  
is Verwater’s responsibility. 

18 Tanks, 15 depots, 2 countries and 
one contractor. In 2013 Verwater  

carried out all maintenance works for the 
depots of Argos Storage in Belgium and the 
Netherlands. Most of the works are standard 
repairs of corrosion on the tank bottom and 
shell. Some of the tanks are modified in  
order to meet the current standards.

The maintenance activities include various 
disciplines such as tank construction, civil, 
piping and coating works. These are all in-
house services provided by Verwater. After 
3-4 weeks of maintenance the tanks are back 
in business for 7 to 10 years depending on 
the type of product the tank stores. 

Some tanks are already in service for more 
than 40 years. After all those years the tank 
bottoms can be corroded in such a way that 
these have to be replaced. By jacking the 
tank, the tank foundation can be releveled 
and renovated. 

For 2014 we will have another 16 tanks in a 
maintenance program. These will be repaired 
in a tight sequence due to a strict schedule. 
Verwater has formed a special ‘Argos Storage 
Team’ to optimize efficiency and team work 
with the people of Argos Storage.

Total	tank	maintenance	
Argos	Storage

Tank	maintenance	
continues at Vopak
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Australia
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Our	offices:

Innovations	@	
Verwater
Many will know Verwater because of the unique jacking 

system. This system is one of the oldest innovations, 

which was invented by Verwater in the early 50’s of the  

20th century. Due to the need for a sollution to repair tank 

bottoms and foundations at Shell Pernis. Although the system 

is more than 60 years old and the safest in the world,  

Verwater still works to see how it can be better, to make it 

safer, faster and more sustainable.

Nowadays, Verwater still faces new challenges in the need 

of a (technical) sollution, which often requires innovative 

thinking. Such as the following to decrease time and (energy) 

costs for the client.

Coating works only apply well when the steel surface has a 

minimum temperature of 10ºC. This means that during the 

winter period, tanks need to be heated, which causes more 

preperation time and higher costs. With a new tank lining and 

a spray machine with two components, PCC (Verwater’s  

coating division) can apply coating on a steel surface of only 

5ºC without compromising quality. Saving time and lower  

the costs. 

To ensure the quality of blasting works, the humidity in the 

air in tanks needs to be low. Therefore special air dryers are 

installed in the tank which are manually controlled. Verwater 

has designed a new application which measures the humidity 

level and automatically switches off the air dryer when the 

right humidity level is reached.

At Verwater we are continuously working on (process)  

optimalisation and innovations for a safer industry in the  

best conditions.


